Performance problems such as high response times in software applications have a significant effect on the customer's satisfaction. However, detecting performance problems is still a highly manual and cumbersome process requiring deep expertise in performance engineering. Uncovering performance problems and finding their root causes are two challenging problems which are not solved yet. Existing approaches either focus on certain types of performance problems, do not conduct root cause analysis or consider performance only under average load scenarios. In this PhD research proposal, we pursue the goal to support software engineers in uncovering performance problems and identifying their root causes. Based on a novel way of structuring the knowledge about performance problems, we propose an automatic, experimentation-based approach for diagnostics of performance problems. Utilizing monitoring data from operations, we aim at deriving performance tests which foster the detection of performance problems. Applying the methodology to software projects within SAP, we strive to ensure a profound evaluation of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Performance metrics like response time, throughput and resource consumption affect customer satisfaction and the total costs of ownership. In [22] , founders of today's successful IT companies report on the importance of software Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. performance to the overall business success. Levchin (one of the founders of PayPal) reports on the scalability problems they faced with their software when PayPal started growing rapidly. He shows that performance and scalability directly influence customer satisfaction.
Thus, in order to avoid damage to reputation and financial loss, software vendors have to assure that their software applications are as free as possible from any performance problems when entering the operation phase. However, diagnosing performance problems is still a highly manual and cumbersome task requiring deep knowledge in performance engineering. In particular, performance problem diagnostics comprises two main challenges. First, as many performance problems occur only under particular workload and usage situations, uncovering performance problems is a challenge by itself (Observation 1). Second, due to high complexity of enterprise applications, identifying the root causes of uncovered performance problems is another challenging task (Observation 2). In order to tackle these challenges, performance experts deal with tedious craft activities (like experiment setup or manual experiment execution) before they can actually apply their core competences manifested in their performance engineering expertise. Due to a lack of automation of these tasks, for every software system, performance experts repeatedly face similar problems, leading to high costs and required manual effort for performance problem diagnostics (Observation 3). As a consequence, in many software projects, performance problem diagnostics is neglected at all, and performance problems remain undetected when a software product enters the operation phase.
Software Performance Engineering (SPE) provides means for evaluation of performance characteristics of software systems [30] . Basically, SPE approaches can be categorized into three groups: model-based, predictive approaches [6, 21] , measurement-based approaches [4, 16, 17, 19, 24, 26] and mixed approaches [5, 18, 37] .
Model-based approaches allow to detect performance problems in the software design during an early development phase [35] . However, due to the need for a high up-front investment into the creation and maintenance of an accurate model, model-based performance evaluation approaches are still rarely accepted in real world development projects. Furthermore, as design-models provide only an abstract view on the software system, performance issues introduced in the implementation phase cannot be captured by model-based approaches. However, a great portion of performance problems in real software systems is the result of implementation flaws [20] (Observation 4).
Measurement-based approaches overcome this obstacle as they evaluate the actual implementation rather than a model. Moreover, as most software development projects use an iterative development process with repeatedly executed integration tests, theoretically, measurement-based performance evaluation approaches can be perfectly integrated into these development processes (Observation 5). Executing regression tests [9, 15] in order to uncover performance problems is a widely accepted way of integrating performance problem detection with existing development processes. However in many cases, standard regression tests are not sufficient to uncover performance problems which only occur under specific usage or load behaviour. Uncovering such problems rather requires excessive performance testing, capturing a wide range of workload situations. Existing approaches aiming at identifying performance problems and their root causes are either limited to specific types of performance problems (e.g. bottlenecks) [17, 19, 24] or are intended for application during operation [10, 14, [24] [25] [26] 39] rather than development (Observation 6). However, in order to reduce costs for resolution of performance problems and to avoid damage in reputation, it is important to find and solve these problems before a product enters the operation phase.
In this paper, we propose a novel performance engineering approach which aims at reducing the effort for performance problem diagnostics. Based on the six observations (Observation 1-6), we derive our main research goal as follows:
Our goal is to support software engineers in (1) uncovering performance problems, and (2) identifying their root causes across different enterprise software systems, such that performance problem diagnostics can be conducted on a regular basis, integrated with iterative development processes. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the main idea behind our approach. The main steps of our approach are described in detail, in Section 3. Section 4 gives an overview on the contributions of the proposed PhD thesis and the current progress. The planned steps for the validation of our approach are described in Section 5. We give an overview on related work in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.
IDEA
In this section, we introduce our idea for a measurementbased Performance Problem Diagnostics (PPD) approach addressing our research goal. We first introduce a novel idea for structuring performance problems, which is the basis for our overall approach. The second part of this section provides an overview on our approach.
Structuring Performance Problems
As implied by the formulation of our research goal, our PPD approach has to solve two sub-goals: uncovering performance problems (SG-1) and identifying their root causes (SG-2).
SG-1 deals with the problem of making existing performance problems visible. However, the circumstances under which existing performance problems become visible depend on the type of the corresponding performance problem. Thus, uncovering performance problems requires knowledge about existing types of performance problems and their characteristics. Similarly, knowledge about the relationships between different types of performance problems and possible root causes is required to be able to achieve SG-2.
To this end, we propose a novel structuring concept for the domain of performance problems. Our idea to provide a new structure is based on the following observations: (I) Each performance problem has a characteristic performance behaviour visible by certain performance metrics. Based on these observations, we suggest a structure on performance problems as depicted in Figure 1 . First of all, we consider a performance problem as a violation of performance requirements. However, a performance problem can have different causes. We structure the relationships between performance problems and corresponding causes as a directed acyclic graph consisting of three major layers: symptoms, manifestations of performance problems and root causes. The edges in Figure 1 have the meaning, that a child node is a possible cause for the parent node. Symptoms are externally visible indicators for performance problem manifestations. Manifestations of performance problems are characterized by internal performance indicators. Thus, manifestations require invasion of the application code to become visible. Finally, a root cause of a performance problem is a design or implementation failure. Due to observation (II), the relation between the amount of all symptoms, manifestations and root causes is illustrated by the pyramid in Figure 1 . There is a quite big set of possible classes of root causes, a smaller number of performance problem manifestations and, finally, a quite small set of symptoms.
Let us illustrate this structure on some simple examples for performance problems depicted in Figure 1 . On the one hand, the symptoms low resource utilization (symptom S1) and increasing response times (symptom S2) indi-cate a software bottleneck (manifestation M1). Large update requests (root cause RC1) to a database is a possible root cause for a software bottleneck. On the other hand, symptom S2 in combination with a high network utilization (symptom S3) is an indicator for a network bottleneck. A possible manifestation of this problem is a messaging problem (manifestation M2) caused by transmission of many small messages (root cause RC2). As our idea for structuring performance problems by itself is a generic concept, the performance problem structure can be instantiated for different classes of applications. Moreover, once a performance problem structure is instantiated for one class of applications (e.g. enterprise 3-tier Java applications), it is valid for all applications of this class, and thus, is reusable.
With the new structure in mind, we can map our two subgoals to the performance problem structure as follows: In order to uncover performance problems, our approach has to ensure that existing performance problems become visible in form of their symptoms (SG-1). For root cause analysis, the PPD approach has to find the correct path in the structure (cf. Figure 1 ) from the identified symptoms to the actual root cause (SG-2). In order to address these two sub-goals, we propose a systematic experimentation approach, which is explained in the following.
Overview
The idea behind our Performance Problem Diagnostics (PPD) approach is depicted in Figure 2 . Once a target (test) system, comprising the infrastructure, an application and a workload driver, is set up for a software project, our PPD approach automatically searches for performance problems and possible root causes. As a result, PPD returns a set of detected performance problems and their root causes. To this end, PPD requires three input artifacts: a variable workload model, an instance of the introduced performance problem structure and a set of heuristics. The variable workload model is used to address SG-1. In order to uncover performance problems, the target system is tested under different workload situations by varying the workload model in a systematic way. We propose an approach which utilizes monitoring data from operations for derivation of the variable workload model (cf. Section 3.1).
The performance problem structure and the heuristics are the core of the root cause analysis (SG-2). PPD uses the performance problem structure as a knowledge base which guides the search process for performance problems. Heuristics describe detection rules for individual performance problems, performance problem manifestations and root causes. Both, the performance problem structure and the heuristics are independent of the software system they are applied to. Thus, once instantiated for a class of applications, the structure and the heuristics can be reused for different software systems within this class. As the performance problem structure and the heuristics comprise deep knowledge in performance engineering, they should be instantiated by performance experts. In particular, with our approach performance experts can concentrate on their core competences by applying their expert knowledge for instantiation of performance problem structures and the corresponding heuristics. For an early diagnostics of performance problems, the proposed PPD approach ideally should be executed on a regular basis. For instance, PPD can be executed once per 
APPROACH
In this section, we describe how our approach addresses both sub-goals. Using monitoring data from operations, we derive a variable workload model for efficient uncovering of performance problems (cf. Section 3.1). The subsequent root cause analysis is guided by the performance problem structure while using heuristics for investigation of individual performance problems (cf. Section 3.2).
Uncovering Performance Problems
The success of a measurement-based approach for performance problem detection highly depends on the workload and usage behaviour used for execution of performance tests. While certain workload and usage situations may uncover performance problems, others may miss certain problems. Thus, our goal is to find workload situations which foster successful uncovering of performance problems through performance tests.
In most software projects an earlier version, or a beta version of the application is available in an operational mode. Thus, in the proposed PhD thesis we assume that a user base already exists on an earlier version of the target application, whilst a new version is under development. Our idea is to apply Real User Monitoring (RUM) [1] on the earlier version to derive a variable workload model for performance tests on the development version of the application. In particular, we target at the identification of variation points of the workload, which affect the occurrence of performance problems. Workload intensity, workload mix or properties of input parameters are some examples for potential variation points. For instance, if the size of a certain input value of an operation affects the occurrence of a performance problem, we see this property as a relevant variation point for PPD. Finally, these workload classes and variation points can be used to analyze the system under test under critical and rare workload situations which more likely exhibit problematic performance behaviour, and thus, performance problems can be identified more effectively.
Root Cause Analysis
A big problem for performance testing is the trade-off between the level of detail for measurements, the measurement accuracy, as well as the duration and number of performance tests to be executed.
In order to identify the root cause of a performance problem, very detailed information on the performance of the corresponding software system is required. This can be achieved either by conducting few performance tests, while capturing very detailed performance data, or executing a large number of minimal-invasive performance tests. While the former case results in a high measurement overhead impairing measurement accuracy, the later case is very time consuming, and thus impractical.
Instead of investigating each root cause in isolation or trying to capture all performance problems through some general performance tests, we propose a systematic experimentation approach. Compared to operation-time performance monitoring, experiments (or performance tests) allow a higher control over the usage and workload applied to the target system when conducting measurements. Thus, the system under test can be investigated under different workload scenarios, while observing different performance metrics by varying experiment configurations from one experiment to the next.
Utilizing the introduced performance problem structure (cf. Figure 1) , our approach systematically searches for performance problems, while individual performance problems are investigated by means of heuristics. Both concepts (systematic search and investigation of individual performance problems) apply systematic experimentation, which is explained in more detail in the following:
Systematic Search for Root Causes
The systematic search approach for performance problems and their root causes is based on the idea of refinement. Starting with general observations, we approach the root cause of a performance problem by iteratively refining the experiments and observations. Thereby, we utilize the introduced performance problem structure (cf. Figure 1) as a decision graph. For instance, we start with an investigation of all top level symptoms. If we observe only the symptoms S2 and S3 for the system under test, we dig deeper into the structure and investigate the manifestation M2 and all its successors. Contrary, investigating all other manifestations and root causes is not necessary, as none of the other symptoms could be identified. In this way, many unnecessary experimentation and investigation steps can be skipped.
Investigating Individual Performance Problems
In order to make use of the systematic search concept, we need a concept for investigation of individual symptoms, manifestations and root causes. For this purpose, we suggest to apply systematic experiments for each investigation step along the performance problem structure, as well. Systematic experimentation allows investigating dependencies between performance metrics and workload characteristics, properties of input data respectively. Utilizing these dependencies, we can make decisions on the existence of certain symptoms, manifestations of performance problems or root causes.
Initially, performance experts have to encapsulate their knowledge on how to identify each symptom, manifestation or root cause in a heuristic. Whereby in our context, a heuristic comprises three parts: (I) a definition of experiments describing how to execute performance test, (II) a set of performance metrics for which measurement values should be gathered during test execution and (III) an analysis strategy which is able to decide on the existence of the corresponding performance problem.
Let us illustrate the idea behind a heuristic by means of an example for the symptom S2 in Figure 1 . As a reminder, S2 occurs if end-to-end response times of the system under test increase over-proportionally with the load. A heuristic for the identification of this symptom may look as follows: (I) We define a series of experiments by increasing the number of users from one experiment to the next. (II) As performance metric of interest we observe the end-to-end response time. (III) As an analysis strategy we may conduct a linear regression over the results of all experiments in order to examine whether response times increase with the number of users. In a similar way, heuristics can be defined for all other symptoms, manifestations or root causes.
Once, performance experts have provided heuristics for performance problems, these heuristics can be used repeatedly for identification of performance problems in different software projects.
To sum up, applying systematic experiments reduces the effort for both challenges, uncovering performance problems and root cause analysis. As the experimentation process is fully automatable, PPD can be perfectly integrated with iterative development processes, allowing early detection and resolution of performance problems.
CONTRIBUTIONS AND PROGRESS
Overall, the proposed PhD thesis makes the following contributions to the field: a) A new approach for structuring the domain knowledge about performance problems. Thus, performance experts can concentrate on their core competence by applying their knowledge to define heuristics for different performance problems and extend the performance problems structure. b) For a selected set of performance problems, we instantiate the performance problem structure. c) Combining the concept of systematic experimentation with the analysis of dependencies between performance metrics and usage parameters, we provide a new automatic approach for effective performance problem diagnostics. As a result, the proposed approach can be easily integrated into existing development processes allowing continuous evaluation of performance characteristics. d) We plan to provide a systematic process for performance experts facilitating the specification of heuristics. e) For some selected performance problems, we develop heuristics and optimize them with respect to their accuracy in detecting corresponding performance problems.
f) An automatic approach based on Real User Monitoring for deriving workload classes and proper workload parameters, which can be used for a more effective and efficient detection of performance problems.
For contributions a), b), c) and e), we published the concept of the overall approach in [36] . In this work we focused on a set of very specific performance problems and a specific class of applications to evaluate the approach. In a case study based on the TPC-W Benchmark we identi-fied and solved four performance problems which increased the throughput of the TPC-W scenario from 1800 to 3500 req/sec. Next, we plan to broaden the scope of the approach with respect to the performance problems that can be diagnosed and the domains of applications that can be analyzed. Furthermore, we are working on a proof of concept for the derivation of a variable workload model based on Real User Monitoring.
PLANNED VALIDATION
In order to validate our approach we have to answer the following questions: 1) How accurate do individual heuristics detect the corresponding performance problems?
2) How big is the value for PPD of using operations data for derivation of a variable workload model?
3) Is the PPD approach able to diagnose performance problems in real software systems? 4) How good is the general applicability of the PPD approach in real software development.
According to the questions, we plan to conduct the validation of our PPD approach in four steps. For the first step, we apply fault injection on some artificial applications in order to evaluate the accuracy of single heuristics [36] . Counting the number of falsely detected and falsely neglected performance problems we derive the accuracy of individual heuristics. Analogously to the first step, we will use fault injection on some applications in order to evaluate the value of the workload derivation concept. For the third step, we apply the PPD approach on some 3-tier Web applications. Hereby, our goal is to uncover any potential performance problems and identify their root causes. By solving the identified problems we try to improve the performance of the application. Finally, we plan to apply PPD on a different class of applications within SAP (e.g. distributed or clustered software systems) in order to validate its general applicability.
RELATED WORK
Our approach is related to three research areas: definition of performance problems, approaches for performance problem detection and derivation of performance tests. In the following, we give a short overview on related work for each of the three research areas.
Defining Performance Problems A large body of literature provides definitions and descriptions of different performance problems and possible root causes [8, 12, 13, 28, 29, [31] [32] [33] [34] . Smith et al. [31] [32] [33] [34] , for instance, provide a comprehensive overview on performance anti-patterns. With our idea to structure the set of performance problems, we build on existing work by gathering and structuring the knowledge about performance problems.
Detecting Performance Problems Performance problems are detectable within the whole lifecycle of a software product. During the design phase of a software product, existing approaches employ performance models [11, 35, 38] for performance problem detection. Approaches targeting at identifying performance problems during the implementation phase apply performance testing techniques for derivation of proper test cases [2-4, 16, 17] , identify performance regressions [9, 15] or deal with performance bottleneck detection [17, 19] . Existing operation-time approaches for detection of performance problems [10, 14, [24] [25] [26] 39 ] apply monitoring techniques. Miller et al. [24] introduce the idea of a goal-oriented search for performance problems, closely related to our work. They report on a tool named Paradyn which encapsulates two essential concepts: dynamic instrumentation for flexible collection of data and a hierarchical model for searching the actual place and time of the problem's occurrence. The PPD approach proposed in this paper, inter alia, combines the idea of Miller et al. with an advanced experimentation approach allowing to uncover performance problems and making root cause analysis even more effective.
Deriving Performance Tests Existing approaches for workload characterization [7, 17, 23, 27] apply clustering techniques to identify workload classes. Grechanik et al. [17] introduce a learning-based approach for systematic selection of input data for performance tests, so that performance problems can be detected more effectively. With our approach, we aim at identification of workload classes and variation points which specifically foster experimentation-based performance problem detection.
SUMMARY
In this paper we proposed the Performance Problem Diagnostics (PPD) approach, which addresses the challenges of uncovering performance problems and identifying their root causes. Using operation monitoring data to derive variable workload models for systematic experimentation is a promising approach for uncovering performance problems. Furthermore, a novel concept of structuring the domain of performance problems enables an effective, experimentation-based approach for root cause analysis. Our approach automatically searches for the root causes of performance problems by systematically refining experiments.
Due to the high degree of automation of the proposed approach, PPD can be applied on a regular basis within a software project. Integrating PPD with concepts like continuous integration allows automated and early diagnosis, and thus more efficient resolution of performance problems.
Validating our approach in four steps allows us to evaluate the validity of the individual concepts, as well as the capabilities and value of the overall approach.
